Religion is not often pursued as a source of engagement in the international discourse on development. While faith-based organizations have received a greater audience and exerted greater influence in the past few years under the Bush administration, it is still uncommon for international development agencies to incorporate religious loyalties, insights and communities into their regional or national agendas. This pattern of development practice grew, perhaps, from an attempt to pursue a secular agenda that offended none and therefore was acceptable to all. However, in neglecting the religiosity of the poorest of the poor, the development agenda fails to acknowledge and learn from some of the most innovative, influential and sustainable development actors: the religious leadership of the world’s poor.

In the Islamic countries of sub-Saharan Africa, certain religious leaders are making great strides in advancing an ambitious development agenda among their constituent population of believers, who are among the poorest of the poor. In Niger, a country that consistently ranks at the very bottom of many development indicators, the religious leadership of the Niass Tijaniyya, one of the predominant Sufi brotherhoods in Niger, is engaged in a variety of anti-poverty, empowerment and literacy programs that touch the lives of the poorest Nigerians. Its progress in women’s human, economic and reproductive rights is especially remarkable considering the education and poverty levels of the adult population in Niger.

The efforts and progress of these actors are of great value to international development agencies and actors as we pass the midway mark to accomplishing the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Regional divergence is increasing, with sub-Saharan Africa falling considerably behind despite the continuing efforts and financial resources funneled into the region. The Niass Tijaniyya may not only provide some guidance in tackling the persistent problems of extreme poverty, high infant mortality, hunger, illiteracy, inequality and disease in Niger, but its leaders...
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may also prove to be compelling and effective partners in the fight to achieve the MDGs in the 21st century. While these leaders do have access to considerable personal wealth, it is their extraordinary spiritual capital that has enabled them to address these issues with such success in Niger.

**An Afternoon in Kiota**

The afternoon al-asar prayer was called just as we entered the small town of Kiota. I adjusted my head covering and breathed in the dusty air of western Niger. As the prayer ended, Sheikh Moussa Aboubacar also known as Sheikh Moussa, the spiritual leader of the Niass Tijaniyya, walked up to his vast concession, a concrete monolith in Kiota. He was accompanied by two military guards, his assistants, an entourage of disciples from Niger and elsewhere in West Africa, and other men and women who pay tribute to Sheikh Moussa’s “spiritual power”—or baraka—and seek his spiritual guidance and support. We followed the group of believers up two flights of stairs and into a sparsely decorated room where, one by one, Sheikh Moussa listened to their requests, while receiving small gifts of tribute. Some asked for material assistance, others for spiritual support. Most disciples knelt at Sheikh Moussa’s feet while making their requests in hushed, deferential tones and few looked at him directly. After each disciple whispered his entreaty, Sheikh Moussa offered a prayer that their hopes be realized. They sat with their hands raised, palms facing inward to partake in the prayer he offered to God, which touched by his blessing had a greater chance of being granted than their own.

Sheikh Moussa performs this ritual of tribute and blessing daily for thousands of Niass Tijaniyya Muslims from Niger, Senegal, Nigeria and other West African countries. The Tijaniyya is one of several Sufi brotherhoods found in West Africa associated with the “non-sectarian Muslim tradition” of Sufism that emphasizes a more mystical religious practice, expressed mainly through the veneration of saints. Sufism is not well known in the West, although nearly one-third of the Islamic world practices this form of Islam. While more orthodox and legalistic sects of Islam discount Sufism as heretical in its veneration of saints, meditation and chanting, Sufis contend that they alone are able to interpret the esoteric doctrine of the Quran, enabling them to connect to the “inner reality of God” through learning, servitude and prayer, and with the guidance of spiritual leaders such as Sheikh Moussa.

The dynamic between Sheikh Moussa’s family and the Niass Tijaniyya may be better understood functionally as a type of social capital, which enables the creation and sustainability of the Sufi brotherhood. This interpretation extends beyond an economic understanding of social capital and touches upon what is produced when hierarchical sources of authority determine social norms that are
accepted with little resistance. During the ritual of tribute and blessing, disciples elevate Sheikh Moussa's social capital into a form of spiritual capital by recognizing the legitimate authority of Sheikh Moussa's extraordinary baraka.

This understanding of social capital as spiritual capital reveals a possible point of engagement for regional efforts to alleviate poverty and otherwise develop relationships with the most impoverished throughout Niger and West Africa. Indeed, Sheikh Moussa and others in his family continue to use their spiritual capital to promote initiatives that impact the health, education and food security of thousands of Nigeriens. Their willingness and ability to effect significant change among their discipleship may present an opportunity for outsiders to better understand, and therefore meet, the needs of those within the community who continue to live in persistent states of poverty.

**The Tijaniyya Brotherhood**

Among the numerous Sufi brotherhoods, the Muridiyya, which follows the teachings of Amadou Bamba, is among the most notable and well-known from West Africa. Less well known is the Tijaniyya, which originated in Morocco during the late 18th century. Sheikh Ahmad al-Tijani was born in 1737 in an oasis town in southwest Algeria. As a child, the young Sheikh Tijani is said to have memorized the Quran by the age of seven, before mastering Islamic jurisprudence, prophetic tradition and other branches of the traditional Islamic sciences. Through his continued studies, pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) and association with venerated scholars, he became affiliated with various religious orders, whose emphasis on an “elite ‘orthodox’ Sufism, firmly rooted within the bounds of the Quran and Sunna” were instrumental in the development of the Tijaniyya order, which, by the end of his life in 1815, had attracted thousands of followers. The Tijaniyya tariqa is based on three fundamental principles: asking Allah for forgiveness; affirming the oneness of God by reciting, “la ilaha illallah,” or “there is no God but Allah,” and offering prayers upon the Prophet Muhammad.

In West Africa, there are two major branches of the Tijaniyya brotherhood. One is associated with al-Hajj Malik Sy and the other with al-Hajj Abdoulaye Niass. Both Malik Sy and Abdoulaye Niass were born into Senegalese Wolof families that shared long traditions of Islamic scholarship. As the traditional Wolof aristocracy crumbled under French colonization, these leaders emerged, stressing their commitment to promoting Islam to a population of Muslim peasants who yearned for a grounded leadership to replace what they had lost. Whereas the Muridiyya stressed a commitment to work and prayer through work, the Tijaniyya branches stressed the education of men and women alike.

The Niass order is particularly well known for its emphasis on scholarship
and is generally described as a “reformed Tijaniyya, with a special concern with teaching of Arabic language and Islamic sciences.” Abdoulaye Niass was first initiated into the Tijaniyya in 1875 and soon became connected with some of the pre-eminent Tijani scholars of his time. While many of his children continued Niass’ tradition of Islamic education, his youngest son Ibrahim later became the most important leader of the Niass Tijaniyya and inspired the largest Muslim movement in West Africa in the 20th century.

Sheikh Ibrahim Niass’ teachings and influence were not limited to spiritual affairs. They also included a wide range of religious and political activity such as working tirelessly for the rights of Muslims and the oppressed worldwide, interfaith dialogue, racial equality and the rights of women.

In particular within the tradition of the Tijaniyya, he emphasized education for men, women and children. He encouraged women to compete with men in knowledge and learning and for the young to “make every effort to...acquire more knowledge, not only Islamic knowledge, not only mathematics and its branches, but also [to] be part of and cooperate with those whose zeal is to discover the unknown and unseen things of this world.” Today, the members of the Niass Tijaniyya are known for their religious scholarship and education, their emphasis on the virtue of tolerance, the simplicity of their religious rituals and a great degree of flexibility and openness that distinguishes them from more conservative Sufi brotherhoods.

The Niass Tijaniyya is the largest and fastest growing Sufi brotherhood in Niger. Kiota, a town approximately 120 kilometers east of the capital city of Niamey, is the most important site for the brotherhood in the country, and perhaps in all of West Africa. Once the home of the late Sheikh Aboubacar Assimi of Kiota (Sheikh Kiota), a student of Sheikh Ibrahim Niass and former Grand Caliph of the Niass Tijaniyya in West Africa, thousands of pilgrims now visit the town each year. There they pay tribute to Sheikh Kiota and receive the spiritual blessings of his successor, Sheikh Moussa Aboubacar, and Sheikh Kiota’s wife, Saida Oumul Khadiri Niass, who is known throughout Kiota as Maman.

Both Sheikh Moussa and Maman continue to receive visits from pious pilgrims across West Africa. Maman has inspired an impressive following of her own. The Niass Tijaniyya is particularly well-known for encouraging women’s leadership, most notably among the family members of the brotherhood’s spiritual leaders. Indeed, the wives, daughters and mothers of the Tijaniyya Sheikhs indirectly perpetuate baraka by playing critical roles in the brotherhood’s social life and Maman is not alone among the Tijaniyya women who have inspired followings among the community. These women are exalted not only because of their inheritance of baraka, but also for their scholarship and attention to the religious needs of Muslim women. In some ways, their personality and works may be more important
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than their lineage in determining the quality and degree of their baraka.24 Perhaps for this reason, these women are remarkable religious agents, and as “bearers and organizers of baraka,” they may play considerable roles in shaping the Tijaniyya tariqa.25

THE CONCEPT OF BARAKA

Baraka is perhaps best understood as that which enables mankind to do God’s work on earth.26 As indicated above, the Sufi brotherhoods of West Africa are most often associated with individual Sheikhs who usually come from privileged backgrounds or have access to worldly privilege. They tend to be well-educated and have developed principled understandings of what Islam demands of its followers. While each of these brotherhoods may be distinguished by their historical contexts, theological understandings and devotional practices, they all share the belief that their leaders manifest baraka to an extraordinary degree.27 Most often, these leaders claim a holy lineage relating them to the Prophet Muhammed.28 They have, therefore, inherited “the knowledge of ridding the soul or inner self of the layers of darkness, purifying it...and guiding it to the...higher kingdom of God.”29 Among the Niass Tijaniyya, Sheikh Moussa and Maman are two individuals who their followers believe are blessed with the ability to bring them closer to God through their better understanding of how to live a life that pleases God.30 It is this received knowledge that is the essence of baraka.

There are, however, different forms of baraka and even ordinary people may possess this gift to some degree. In fact, the common understanding among the Niass Tijaniyya is that all of mankind possesses baraka, but some have been gifted with a more powerful version than others.31 Indeed, a common wish bestowed upon new mothers in Niger is for God to bless the newborn child with baraka.32

Even animals or inanimate objects may possess baraka. As explained during an open conversation with several Nigériens from the small village of Kokitamou, an ox and cart that enable a man to work in his fields possess baraka.33 Gardening tools used by women to grow onions, lettuce and other produce possess baraka. Buckets containing water used to mix mud and build homes possess baraka. Thus, whatever meets the basic and daily needs of a community possesses baraka.34

The concept is, therefore, an inherently flexible and inconsistent construct, and it is these qualities that give it social importance because the promise of baraka may lie anywhere and with anyone.35 There is, however, a marked difference between the baraka of a Sufi Sheikh and the baraka of a farmer with a good work ethic or the baraka of his tools. This hierarchy of baraka is not questioned by the members of the Niass Tijaniyya who believe that these different manifestations of baraka may never be considered of the same quality and accept the greater
blessings of their leadership as the result of God’s will. At the same time—and as illustrated by the life of Sheikh Kiota—they also believe that the blessing of an ordinary person may rise to meet the baraka of a distinguished Sufi Sheikh if God so chooses.

**Sheikh Aboubacar Assimi of Kiota and His Successor**

Sheikh Kiota was born in the early 1920s into a humble farming family. Educated by his father in the Quran, Sheikh Kiota was singled out as a young boy for his well-known farming abilities. A visiting Sheikh from Mali, who prophesized that a new Sheikh would be revealed in the region and would be distinguished by his farming skills, indicated that the young Sheikh Kiota would one day attain this position. Perhaps because he was “chosen” at such a young age and had not inherited his baraka or otherwise proven himself as a religious authority, Sheikh Kiota embarked on his first hajj by foot at the age of eighteen. His journey there and back lasted thirty months. Upon his return, Sheikh Kiota was received as a blessed leader by the Niass Tijaniyya.

During his lifetime, Sheikh Kiota acted as both a religious leader and a political representative (chef de canton), yet it was his baraka that brought wealth and recognition to Kiota. It was through his spiritual capital that Sheikh Kiota was able to bring various administrative services, extension agents, schools and other social services to the inhabitants of the town and its environs. Kiota today, which is home to only a few thousand people and enjoys direct access to Niger’s main highway via a 27-kilometer paved road that runs straight into town from the highway, built to accommodate the thousands of pilgrims who visit Kiota annually. This road is only one example of what his disciples believe to be incontestable proof of Sheikh Kiota’s extraordinary degree of baraka.

Sheikh Kiota’s son and successor, Sheikh Moussa, inherited this privileged position of religious leadership in 2004. Sheikh Moussa continues to build his following and bring social and economic development to Kiota. In 2005, Kiota became one of the first towns in Niger outside of Niamey and the regional capitals to construct a cellular tower. Within weeks of its unveiling new businesses, such as calling centers and informal charging stations addressing the needs of a cellular clientele, popped up. As of 2007, high-tension wires have been erected, bringing electricity to Kiota and throughout the region.

Sheikh Moussa also continues his father’s fight against poverty. Along with his father’s baraka, Sheikh Moussa inherited his father’s fields, which spread throughout the Boboye Valley. The grains cultivated in these fields are held in twelve granaries, each capable of storing over 1,000 bushels of millet. Farmers and families who have been unable to meet their needs during the farming season may
request grains from these granaries. Their requests are almost always granted by Sheikh Moussa.45

**Baraka and Social Capital**

The social capital manifest in the dynamic between the spiritual leadership of Niass Tijaniyya and its disciples is remarkably different from the traditional economic understanding of the concept, which is based on repeated interactions of similarly situated actors whose futures depend on the decisions of fellow actors. In the economic model of social capital, these actors’ interactions over a period of time result in a set of norms mutually accepted by all actors.46

The social capital of the Niass Tijaniyya, however, is premised on inequality within the community and the mutual acceptance of the hierarchy of baraka. Baraka functions as an abstract social norm promoting cooperation between and among the Niass Tijaniyya, where all parties recognize Sheikh Kiota or Sheikh Moussa’s blessing and confer upon them the authority to determine the boundaries of socially acceptable and beneficial behavior. The community plays a significant role in monitoring Sheikh Moussa’s authority; if he engages in behavior that is popularly viewed as unacceptable in one way or another, his authority may be questioned and even nullified.47 Ultimately it is Sheikh Moussa who—based on his learning and knowledge of the Quran—takes the first step in interpreting how the Niass Tijaniyya ought to be living their lives. His interpretation is accepted by virtue of what his followers believe to be his superior ability to understand these complicated texts and apply their instructions to daily life, an ability given to him by God.

It is important to recognize that Sheikh Moussa’s wealth, charity and generosity confirm his extraordinary degree of baraka among Niass Tijaniyya members.48 Indeed, lineage alone cannot establish a devoted spiritual following because baraka multiplies with each generation of descendants. Rather, a possessor of a blessing that inspires and justifies a following must outwardly exhibit his or her baraka in the form of miracles, dreams or acts of generosity. Sheikh Kiota, Sheikh Moussa and Maman have used their considerable personal wealth and connections for the social and economic benefit of the Niass Tijaniyya in and around Kiota. In doing so, their social capital has multiplied, eventually morphing into what maybe better described as spiritual capital, as their disciples attribute their ability to provide for the community to the extraordinary baraka gifted to their family.49 By paying tribute to these spiritual leaders, the men and women offering their pious gifts of cash, produce or labor are offering a kind of “spiritual taxation,” receiving in return the social security invested in their leader’s access to worldly privilege.50

It is, therefore, the combination of these leaders’ privilege and their willingness
to share that privilege that has created a wide “radius of trust” among the Niass Tijaniyya.51 Actors outside that radius of trust, namely non-Muslims or secular actors whose interests align with those of these spiritual leaders, may be able to engage with people inside it by developing relationships with Sheikh Moussa or Maman. By recognizing the legitimate authority of these spiritual leaders, actors outside the community benefit in their endeavors to deal with those within it. For instance, they may have access to a more patient audience, one more willing to listen and engage in meaningful discussions related to their projects and initiatives at Sheikh Moussa or Maman’s encouragement. They will, in other words, receive the blessings associated with these leaders’ baraka, and even their secular efforts may be enhanced.

BARAKA AND WOMEN’S RIGHTS: MAMAN’S INFLUENCE IN KIOTA

Maman’s dedication to women’s rights provides a compelling example of how secular efforts may benefit from association with the spiritual leadership in Kiota. As the daughter of Sheikh Ibrahim Niass, Maman inherited her father’s baraka. She then married into Sheikh Kiota’s family, acquiring an enviable social and spiritual position within the brotherhood and eventually became a spiritual leader in her own right.52 She is one of the most accessible personalities among the Niass Tijaniyya leadership because she is responsible for education, which allows her to transmit her baraka to the public and especially to women.53 As a strong women’s advocate, she dogmatically uses her spiritual capital to influence women’s rights in the community. For instance, Maman has been able to secure the financial and technical resources to give Muslim girls and women access to Franco-Arab education and literacy programs, maternal and child care health, training for income-generating activities and Islamic education.54

Maman’s crusade for women’s rights began when she first moved to Niger in the mid-1960s and found a more conservative religious community than the one she had known in Kaolack, Senegal. Many women in Kiota were cloistered and did not leave their concessions to engage in educational or income-generating activities. Maman strove to change this social norm. She began walking around Kiota, going to homes and businesses to talk with both the men and women she encountered. The community, recognizing Maman’s blessing and lineage, eventually accepted her interpretation of acceptable women’s behavior, and today Kiota’s women are engaged in a myriad of economic, social and educational activities. They own small businesses, sell food in the markets, attend literacy classes and organize into small associations to receive micro-loans. Perhaps most impressive are the gardens they plant. In Kiota alone, over 650 women participate in seasonal gardening by planting hundreds of beds of onions, lettuce, cabbage and other produce in a collec-
tive women’s garden. This produce supplements their simple diet of millet, maize and manioc, and provides a significant source of additional household income. This sea of green is a moving tribute to Maman’s insistence on women’s rights and her influence in the community.

Maman has also been personally engaged in providing education to the children of Kiota and surrounding villages. Her Franco-Arab schools, known as Raouda, have a collective enrollment of over 1,300 students, including over 150 foreign students who are given room and board at Maman’s expense. She is currently completing construction on a new facility for the Raouda High School, which will be the only high school in the town of Kiota and the only Franco-Arab high school in the entire Boboye region. Maman pays focused attention to the plight of girl students in her schools, and one of her major contributions to the advancement of women was requiring instructor permission for parents who wanted their girls’ traditional education interrupted by an early marriage. This intervention enables girls to continue receiving an education in Islam, while also delaying marriage and, most likely, early pregnancy.

Within the past three years, Maman’s influence has expanded to include women’s reproductive rights. She has recently indicated that women should be able to rest for a few years between children and has supported birth control for women. The women in and around Kiota have taken her counsel to heart. In the village of Kokitamou, there are more than a few women who now take one of two forms of birth control—either daily pills or a hormone injection that must be renewed every three months—most of them with their husband’s acquiescence.

Engaging Religious Leadership

There are, of course, considerable complications in working with religious leaders in Niger and elsewhere. Islam is not monolithic and, even within Niger, there are other brotherhoods and Islamic movements far less tolerant than Niass Tijaniyya. These movements maybe less willing to engage with secular actors and may, in fact, espouse a belief system that is antithetical to core international norms, standards and practices. Working with Maman or Sheikh Moussa may alienate these religious orders and their communities, perhaps compromising ongoing development or anti-poverty efforts in their regions, and would thus require a nuanced approach and a thorough understanding of the implications of such involvement.

Development actors interested in working with individuals such as Sheik Moussa or Maman may learn from the strategies that government actors have pursued. In Kiota, government agriculture extension agents, educators and doctors work in the schools and clinics that they have been able to provide for the com-
munity, alongside Sheikh Moussa and Maman’s representatives. They are able to improve the quality and reach of their services through the Niass Tijaniyya network by recognizing the authority of their religious leadership and respecting the religiosity of the community. While many of these government agents are also Muslim, and perhaps even Tijani Muslims, who pray in the company of the community and sometimes themselves seek the spiritual guidance of Sheik Moussa and Maman, their example of including these leaders by visiting them in their professional capacity is instructive. Secular or non-Tijani actors may be surprised at the impact of merely visiting Sheik Moussa or Maman’s quarters periodically. This simple act not only builds relationships with these influential leaders, it also acknowledges the religious life of the community and, in doing so, communicates a respect for what the community values deeply.

As we reevaluate the progress made on the MDGs, it is apparent that something is lacking in international attempts to address these goals. It may be time for the development community to incorporate religious leaders in a meaningful way because these individuals are able to influence social norms in a way that secular actors, acting alone, cannot. By grounding their activities within the village economy and religious authority, Sheikh Moussa and Maman are engaging in a development agenda in Kiota that is culturally sustainable.60

Recognizing the impact and relevance of religion and religious leaders will require a degree of humility that has eluded the development agenda. In particular, it will demand a respect for indigenous practices that comes only with a deep level of engagement and a commitment of time and resources that may not appear to be efficient or cost-effective.61 Yet, these leaders lie at the heart of grassroots development mechanisms in religious communities. Kiota provides a stirring example of how religious figures may influence social, economic and political development in poor communities within a relatively short period of time. Indeed, it is quite possible for paradigms to shift, for norms to change, and sometimes, as with the women of Kiota, doors are opened. 
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